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Abstract

This paper concerns the provincial growth pattern in China during the period 1985–2000.
The hypothesis that provinces with similar growth rates are more spatially clustered than
by pure chance is tested. In addition, we test the convergence hypothesis. We find evidence
of spatial dependence between neighboring provinces and solve it by including a spatial
lag, alternatively a spatial error term, in the growth equation. Other important factors
explaining the provincial economic growth are foreign direct investments, infrastructure,
preferential policies, and the distribution of industrial enterprises.

Keywords: GDP-growth, Provincial disparities, Spatial dependence
Classification [jel]: O18, R11, R12
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1 Introduction

China is characterized by considerable provincial disparities, especially between the east-
ern and western parts. The purpose of this paper is to explain these differences in economic
growth and for the first time test and solve for spatial dependence (inherent systematic
dependence between the provinces unexplained by traditional variables). Since previous
studies have not considered this, biased and inefficient estimates, might have been pre-
sented.
During the last decades, China has had an exceptionally high growth rate. Expressed

in year 2000–prices, the Gross Domestic Product (gdp) per capita has risen from 855
Yuan in 1985 to 7,078 Yuan in 2000, an increase of over 700%. However, this increase in
wealth is not equally distributed. In the year 2000, the Shanghai province had the highest
gdp per capita level (27,187 Yuan), which should be compared with the poorest province,
Guizhou, with only 2,818 Yuan per capita. To illustrate the present situation, the year
2000 gdp per capita levels for the Chinese provinces are presented in Figure 1 below.
The three metropolises Beijing, Shanghai, and Tianjin are highly industrialized and are

today the provinces with the highest gpd per capita. The coastal provinces in the southeast
have since the reforms started in 1978 (decentralization of the agricultural production,
decentralization of the fiscal system, diversification of the ownership structure, and the
introduction of the Open Door Policy) experienced a rapid growth in gdp per capita and
are now among the richest provinces within the country. These provinces have a special
status due to the preferential policies levied by the government and have become the new
engines of growth in the Chinese economy. In the northeast we find the old industrialized
center, collectively called Manchuria. During the pre-reform era, the highest gdp per
capita in China were found within this area. Even though they have not experienced such
a rapid growth as the coastal provinces in the southeast, the gdp per capita is still among
the highest in China. The central provinces, between the Yellow river and the Yangtze

*The author wishes to thank iiasa, formas, Associate Professor Lars Westin and Assistant Professor
Johan Lundberg from cerum, and discussant Professor Peter Rogerson at the 49th Annual North American
Meetings of the Regional Science Association International in San Juan, Puerto Rico, November 14-16,
2002, for their valuable comments.
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Figure 1: GPD per capita in the Chinese provinces. Year 2000. Source: China Statistical
Yearbook 2001

river, have a high population density and are suited for agriculture. The southwestern
provinces are also, from a climatic perspective, suited for agriculture but suffer from being
inaccessible because of the mountains. These provinces have in general had a low annual
gdp per capita growth since the start of the reforms. In the northwestern part of China we
find provinces like Tibet, Xinjiang, and Qinghai, provinces characterized by high elevation
and a low degree of transport infrastructure.
Our task is thus to determine the factors behind the spatial growth pattern, while

considering the fact that provinces may be dependent on each other in positive and negative
ways.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The next section gives a review of previous

studies on provincial economic growth in China. Section three addresses the methodologi-
cal issues followed by a presentation of data in the fourth section. The fifth section uses an
exploratory data analysis to investigate the occurrence of spatial dependence. Estimation
of the provincial economic growth follows in the sixth section. Findings are summarized
in the final section.

2 Previous Studies

The income differences between the Chinese provinces have not always been large. In fact,
they were actually reduced when the reforms started in 1978, because the now successful
provinces began their rapid growth from a relatively low level. The shift over to increasing
income disparities started in the second part of the 1980’s, cf. (Dmurger 2001). Although
growth is positive, large income disparities may in the long run cause social instability.
This is also acknowledged by the government, which therefore established aWestern Region
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Development Office and the “Go West” strategy to boost the economy in the western part
of China.
When the communists came to power in 1949, one of their particular objectives was

to provide equal wealth to the whole population. This was accomplished through a strong
central policy, redistribution of income and resources from wealthy to poor provinces,
and large–scale investments in the poorer provinces. However, this hampered the overall
growth in China, and the system was abandoned in favor of new reforms in 1978. The
reforms included decentralization of the agricultural production, decentralization of the
fiscal system, diversification of the ownership structure, and especially introduction of the
Open Door Policy. The Open Door Policy started on a small scale in the early 1980’s when
areas within the provinces of Guangdong and Fujian were given status as Special Economic
Zones to attract foreign investments. This was followed in the mid 80’s by opening up other
areas for increased international trade and foreign investments. In the beginning of the
90’s the Open Door Policy was extended throughout the country by creating new economic
zones and areas.
The literature on the Chinese economy and its spatial income disparities, especially

after the introduction of reforms in 1978, is numerous. Many contributions consider the
question of convergence, both conditional and unconditional, of economic growth between
provinces, e.g. (Chen and Fleisher 1996), (Tian 1999), and (Yao and Zhang 2001). In these
studies geographic and policy factors, are often controlled for by including dummy vari-
ables for the coastal provinces. One exception is (Dmurger et al. 2002) that instead uses a
preferential policy index based on the different degrees of openness among the provinces.
They also argue that the topography, measured as the average elevation and slope of
the province, is an important factor. Transportation endowment or infrastructure, usually
measured as the sum of length of railway, highway, and waterway per area unit, is consid-
ered by (Yao and Zhang 2001). The length of each transport mode is then converted into
equivalent highways based on the transport work of each mode. State Owned Enterprises
(soe) are generally considered less competitive than other forms of ownership, and a large
share of these has had a negative effect on the income growth, as shown by e.g. (Chen
and Feng 2000). (Dmurger 2001) uses the share of collectively owned enterprises of total
industrial production to control for the internal reform process. (Fleisher and Chen 1997)
argues that the factor productivity in non–coastal provinces is a principal reason behind
low economic growth despite high rates of investment relative to provincial gdp. The im-
portance of human capital is also acknowledged in the literature. It is often measured as
enrollment in higher education divided by the working population or the total population,
e.g. (Chen and Feng 2000). The role of Foreign Direct Investments (fdi) has so far been
important for explaining income disparities in the Chinese economy (Graham and Wada
2001). On the other hand (Zhang and Kristensen 2001) argues that the fdi should in
principle enlarge the disparities but does not find supporting evidence for their argument.
(Yao and Liu 1998) studied the problem of income disparities from a rural perspective. The
policy levied by the government and the uneven development of rural township and vil-
lage enterprises (tve) have contributed to the provincial disparities. (Wu 2000) study the
problem from an international perspective, considering the two Chinese provinces Guang-
dong and Fujian together with Hong Kong and Taiwan in a factor productivity approach.
(Oi 1999) explores the role of the local authorities in the economic transition from 1978
to the mid 1990’s in the counties and provinces and finds that the most important factor
for local growth is the property rights to means of production. (Ying 2000), as the only
study that was found considering spatial dependence, uses an exploratory data analysis
to investigate whether there are spread or spillover effects from the core to the periphery
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provinces using non weighted gdp. The author finds evidence of economic spillovers from
the Guangdong province to nearby provinces but also a pattern of polarization. It is also
concluded that preferential policies plays a major role in the direction of this process.
This paper contribute to the literature on economic growth in China by not only

investigating the presence of previous neglected spatial dependence but by also solving it
by including a spatial lag alternatively a spatial error term in the growth equation.

3 Theoretical Considerations

The neoclassical growth theory is provided by (Solow 1956), (Swan 1956), and (Koopmans
1965). In order to develop it methodologically, we will below follow (Glaeser et al. 1995).
The growth function is then defined as:

g = f(x, x∗(Z)) (1)

where g is a vector of annual rate of growth per capita output over the provinces, in this
case gdp per capita, x is the current gdp per capita level, and x∗(Z) is the steady–
state level of per capita output. At the steady–state level, the level of output per worker
still increases due to exogenous labor–augmenting technological innovations, although the
output per effective labor will remain constant (Chen and Feng 2000). In an economy such
as that, the output, investment, and consumption can grow at the same rate. In addition
to political and social institutions the steady-state level of growth is also influenced by
economic and demographic factors.
Given x∗(Z), an increase in output decreases its rate of growth due to diminishing

returns to scale (i.e. (∂g)/(∂x)¡0). Given x, an increase in the eventual equilibrium level
output x∗(Z), as a consequence of improvements in the exogenous conditions, will increase
the growth rate of output (i.e. (∂g)/(∂x∗(Z))¿0).
Hence, in the equations to be developed for our regressions later, x, is the initial gdp

per capita level and x∗(Z) the explanatory variables.
In addition, another important issue to consider is the spatial pattern of regional

growth. It has recently achieved attention by (Nijkamp and Poot 1998), (Bal and Nijkamp
1998), (Rey and Montouri 1999), (Wheeler 2001), and (Aronsson and Lundberg 2002).
Two types of spatial dependence are tested for in this paper. The first type is present if

spatial correlation in the dependent variable between observations exists. This means that
the rate of growth in one province is influenced by the rate of growth of nearby provinces
and vice versa, cf. (Anselin 1988) and (Can 1992). If ignored, the ols estimates will be
biased and hence lead to incorrect inference. Adding a spatial lag to the growth equation
solves the problem of the first type of spatial dependence:

g = ρWg +Xβ + ε (2)

where ρ is the autoregressive coefficient. W , with elements wij corresponding to obser-
vation pair i and j, is the generalized weight matrix, and Wg is the spatially lagged
dependent variable.
The second type of spatial dependence arises when the error term of an observation

is correlated with the error terms of observations located nearby i.e. lack of stochastic
independence between observations, e.g. (Cliff and Ord 1972, 1973). If unsolved, this will
violate the standard error assumptions under normality of the linear regression model,
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resulting in inefficient estimates. In this case the spatial dependence is incorporated in the
growth equation via an autoregressive error term:

g = Xβ + ε (3)

ε = λWε+ ξ

Wε is a spatial lag for the error term, λ is the autoregressive coefficient and ξ is a vector
of well behaved error terms ξ v N(0, δ2I).
In terms of the general framework the spatial structure is incorporated via X∗∗ so

that the growth is determined by the initial gdp per capita level, explanatory variables,
and the spatial dependence.

g = f(x, x∗(Z),X∗∗) (4)

4 The Chinese Provincial Data

Four time periods are studied, 1985–2000, 1985–1990, 1990–1995, and 1995–2000 using
data on Chinas 30 provinces. All economic variables are measured in 2000 money value.
The data were collected from various China Statistical Yearbooks and (Hsueh et al. 1993).
In addition, data on provincial capital coordinates and area were gathered from the luc
project database at iiasa. The variables were selected based on previous studies and the
underlying economic growth theory to proxy for important factors explaining the provincial
economic growth. Some descriptive statistics are presented in Table 1.

Table 1: Descriptive Statistics and Hypothesised Signs
Variable Unit Mean St.dev Min Max Sign
gdpc 8500 6.64 1.69 3.41 11.30
gdpc 8590 Yuan/capita 2.12 2.26 -5.82 6.04
gdpc 9095 10.20 4.02 3.73 19.42
gdpc 9500 7.58 1.79 3.54 12.05
edup 1985 Graduates/capita 0.0009 0.0006 0.0004 0.003 (+)
edup 1990 0.0014 0.0010 0.0007 0.005
edup 1995 0.0016 0.0010 0.0007 0.005
soe tf 1985 SOE/Total 0.27 0.12 0.08 0.67 (-)
soe tf 1990 0.24 0.12 0.08 0.64
soe tf 1995 0.26 0.12 0.12 0.63
tparea 1985 km/km2 0.24 0.15 0.014 0.63 (+)
tparea 1990 0.26 0.17 0.016 0.71
tparea 1995 0.29 0.20 0.019 0.81
dinvc 8500 1760.51 1576.94 485.40 7928.41
dinvc 8590 10’ rmb/capita 1057.80 836.76 322.25 3929.98 (+)
dinvc 9095 1649.41 1462.16 403.50 7021.10
dinvc 9500 2574.30 2479.02 730.45 12834.17
fdic 8500 22.20 33.62 0.001 124.60
fdic 8590 USD/capita 4.62 8.82 0.003 32.94 (+)
fdic 9095 24.02 36.58 0 132.99
fdic 9500 37.96 57.72 0 215.93
pref 8500 1.35 0.81 0.56 3
pref 8590 Index 0.78 1.10 0 3 (+)
pref 9095 1.47 0.79 0.67 3
pref 9500 1.80 0.66 1 3

The dependent variable, gdpc, is the average annual growth per capita over a specific
time period. For the period 1985–2000 the average annual growth per capita was 6.64%,
with a range between 3.41 and 11.30. The biggest range, 3.73 to 19.42%, is found in the
first five years of the 90’s.
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The human capital (edup) is here proxied by the number of graduates from Institutions
of Higher Education and Specialized Secondary Schools divided by the provincial total
population for the years 1985, 1990, and 1995 respectively. Over the years this share has
increased from an average of 0.0009 in 1985 to 0.0016 ten years later. The sign is expected
to be positive. The transport capacity is captured in the variable tparea for the same
three years. It is measured as the total length of railways in operation, navigable inland
waterways and length of highways in kilometers/km2. As expected, the endowment has
increased over the years, but the range between the best and the worst province has also
increased. The sign for this variable is expected to be positive.
Two variables deal with capital accumulation. dinv is measured as the annual domestic

investment in 10,000 rmb/capita averaged over the different time periods. The amount of
Foreign Direct Investment (fdic) is measured in usd/capita averaged over the actual time
period. Both variables show an increase over time. They are both expected to turn up with
positive signs.
The next two variables characterize the institutional structure in the provinces. soe tf,

is the number of state owned enterprises divided by the total number of enterprises. The
average share is about 25%, but for some regions more than 60% of the province companies
are state owned. Since they are generally considered less profitable, the expected sign is
negative. The other variable is the preferential policy (pref) levied by the government
upon each province. It is constructed as an index based on the degree of openness. Following
(Dmurger 2002) the index is constructed in 4 groups with different weights as shown
in Table 2. These weights are then averaged over the specific time periods. The sign is
expected to be positive for this variable.

Table 2: Preferential Policy Index
Variable Weight
No open zone 0
Coastal Open Cities 1
Coastal Open Economic Zones
Open Coastal Belt
Major Cities along the Yantze river
Bonded Areas
Capital Cities of inland provinces and autonomous regions
Economic and Technological Development Zones 2
Border Economic Cooperation Zones
Special Economic Zones 3
Shanghai Pudong New Area

To test if the three metropolis provinces, Beijing, Shanghai, and Tianjin have had
different growth rates compared to the other provinces due to agglomeration effects a
dummy variable, d city, was constructed which takes the value one for these provinces,
otherwise zero. The sign is expected to be positive.

5 Spatial Exploratory Data Analysis

Before we proceed and estimate the growth equations, let us first test the hypothesis
that the provinces with similar growth rates are more spatially clustered than could be
expected from pure chance. One common test used to indicate the possibility of global
spatial autocorrelation is the Moran’s I test. A similar, but not so well known, is the Geary’s
C test. To complement and validate these results, the Local Moran’s I test (Anselin 1995b)
is utilized.
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The Moran’s I test is defined as:

I =
n

S

∑
i

∑
j wij(xi − µ)(xj − µ)∑

i(xi − µ)2
(5)

where n is the number of observations while xi and xj are the observed growth rates in
locations i and j (with mean µ). S is a scaling constant given by the sum of all weights:

S =
∑

i

∑

j

wij (6)

When using row standardized weights, which is preferable according to (Anselin 1995a),
S equals n since the weights of each row adds to one. The test statistic is compared with
its theoretical mean, I=−1/(n−1). So, I → 0 as n→ ∞. The null hypothesis H0 : I =
−1/(n − 1) is tested against the alternative hypothesis Ha : I �= −1/(n − 1). If H0 is
rejected and I> −1/(n − 1), this indicates a positive spatial autocorrelation. That is,
high values and low values are more spatially clustered than would be assumed purely by
chance. For the other event, if H0 is again rejected but I< −1/(n− 1), indicates negative
spatial autocorrelation. Hence observations with high and low prices are systematically
mixed together. Obviously the test is quite crude. One apparent drawback is that it to
a large extent is determined by the a priori choice of the spatial weight matrix. However
this is also a test for how well the weight matrix performs and what kind of relationship
that exists.
A similar global measure is the Geary’s C test, defined as:

C =
n-1

2S

∑
i

∑
j wij(xi − xj)2∑
i(xi − µ)2

(7)

The theoretical expected value for Geary’s C is 1. A value of C less than 1 indicates
positive spatial autocorrelation, and a value above 1 indicates negative spatial autocorre-
lation.
The Local Moran’s I test investigates if the values (from the global Moran’s I) for each

province is significant or not.

Ii =
xi∑
i x
2
i

∑

j

wijxj (8)

Four different weight matrices are tested in this paper, the 1st and 2nd order contigu-
ity, queen 1, and queen 2, where neighbors are defined as those that share a common
border, and two inverse distance matrices using distance and squared distance (arc great
circle distance between the province capitals), dist 1 and dist 2. All matrices are row–
standardized. The results from the global tests are presented in Table 3.
For the annual per capita gdp growth between 1990 and 1995 and for the longer

period 1985–2000 the I value is fairly positive and significant, indicating that provinces
with similar growth are more clustered together than can be assumed purely by chance.
For the period 1985–2000 the I value is significant for the three first weight matrices but
insignificant for dist 2. This might be an effect of the relatively steep decent of influence
when the distance increases. The provinces become thereby more isolated. For the Geary’s
C tests (the right side of the table), we see that it is still more or less the same time
periods that are significant and the interpretation is also the same. The main conclusion
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Table 3: Moran’s I test and Geary’s C test for Spatial Autocorrelation between the Chinese
provinces (* = using 999 permutations because the normal distribution was in this case
rejected by the Wald test and prevented the use of the normal approach)

Variable I Mean St.Dev Prob C Mean St.Dev Prob
queen 1 8500 0.22 -0.03 0.12 0.03 0.70 1.00 0.13 0.02
queen 1 8590* -0.11 -0.03 0.11 0.24 1.02 1.00 0.16 0.39
queen 1 9095 0.35 -0.03 0.12 0.00 0.59 1.00 0.13 0.00
queen 1 9500 -0.00 -0.03 0.12 0.80 0.89 1.00 0.13 0.41
queen 2 8500 0.14 -0.03 0.08 0.02 0.81 1.00 0.10 0.05
queen 2 8590* 0.04 -0.03 0.07 0.16 0.78 1.00 0.10 0.03
queen 2 9095 0.25 -0.03 0.08 0.00 0.69 1.00 0.10 0.00
queen 2 9500 -0.01 -0.03 0.08 0.76 0.92 1.00 0.10 0.42

dist 1 8500 0.04 -0.03 0.04 0.04 0.90 1.00 0.05 0.03
dist 1 8590* -0.08 -0.03 0.04 0.08 0.93 1.00 0.05 0.14
dist 1 9095 0.10 -0.03 0.04 0.00 0.86 1.00 0.05 0.00
dist 1 9500 -0.01 -0.03 0.04 0.58 0.93 1.00 0.05 0.12
dist 2 8500 0.09 -0.03 0.10 0.21 0.84 1.00 0.10 0.10
dist 2 8590* -0.17 -0.03 0.10 0.05 1.04 1.00 0.10 0.33
dist 2 9095 0.23 -0.03 0.10 0.01 0.73 1.00 0.10 0.01
dist 2 9500 0.00 -0.03 0.10 0.72 0.92 1.00 0.10 0.43

to draw from Table 3 is that the clustering of provinces seems to be independent of the
weight matrix used.
To further investigate this spatial autocorrelation, and to enhance the understanding

of the problem of the growth rates in the Chinese provinces, the local test was used and
the results are for simplicity presented using maps (Figure 2–Figure 9).
The results for the entire study period 1985–2000 are visible in Figure 2 and Figure 3.

The queen 1 and queen 2 in the Moran Scatterplot (the individual I values of the global
Moran’s I test without considering significance levels) show a Low–Low band (provinces
with low growth values surrounded by provinces with low growth values) from Tibet across
China to the northeast. A half circle of High–High values (provinces with high growth
surrounded by provinces with high growth) is visible in the southeast. But, looking at
the Local Moran’s I there are only three significant provinces, Fujian and Zhejiang with
positive values and Qinghai with a negative value for the queen 1 matrix. For the dist 1
the Moran Scatterplot is almost the same as the previous ones. Local Moran’s I show
significant High–High values for Fujian, Zhejiang, and Jiangsu, and Low–High for the
Shanghai province. For the second inverse distance weight matrix no change is made in the
Moran Scatterplot. The Local Moran’s I is now limited to only two High–High provinces,
Fujian and Zhejiang.
To see whether the pattern is the same during the whole period or if there have been

some changes during these 15 years the material was divided into 3 five–year periods.
For the period 1985–1990, using the queen 1 weight matrix and looking at the Moran

Scatterplot the clear pattern from the previous figures has disappeared. There are some
clusters of high values in Manchuria and down in the southeast. By looking at the Local
Moran’s I for the same period for the significant provinces of the former map we conclude
that the provinces Guangdong and Fujian lie in a hot spot cluster. If we look at the
queen 2 matrix the pattern is even more scattered. The Local Moran’s I show significant
values for the queen 1 matrix, the coastal cluster of high values and then two provinces
with high values on either side of a low growth province in the interior. There are also two
low growth provinces close to the coast. For dist 1 we see a High–High belt going from
north to south starting in the interior of China in the Moran Scatterplot. Otherwise it is
pretty scattered. The Local Moran’s I show significant values only for Tibet, Xinjiang, and
Shanghai. dist 2 gives the same interpretation as dist 1 in the Moran Scatterplot but
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Figure 2: Moran Scatterplot 1985-2000
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Figure 3: Local Moran’s I 1985-2000
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Figure 4: Moran Scatterplot 1985-1990

the High–High belt is now spread all the way up to the northeast Manchuria. The Local
Moran’s I is as in the former one, except that Shanghai is no longer significant. Since so
few provinces where significant in the Local Moran’s I test it is not surprising that we
were unable to find a strong support in the Moran’s I test in Table 3.
In the next five year period, 1990–1995, both global tests, Moran’s I and Geary’s C,

were significant. Looking first at the Moran Scatterplot it reveals a Low–Low field in the
central part of China and a cluster of High–High provinces in the coastal region for the
queen 1 and queen 2 weight matrices. For the Local Moran’s I test, only three hot spot
provinces and two with low growth are significant with queen 1. For queen 2 we have
four Low–Low provinces and three High–High provinces. So, we can conclude that China
has one hot spot area and one area in the interior with much lower growth. The inverse
weight matrix dist 1 show a similar pattern as the contiguity matrices. Turning to the
Local Moran’s I the same pattern as for the queen 1 is once again found. For the second
inverse distance matrix the story is more or less in line with the previous results. The
two interior provinces, Qinghai and Ningxia, are negative and significant, while the three
coastal provinces Jiangsu, Zhejiang, and Fujian are still significant and positive.
The final period from 1995 to 2000 is interesting because the pattern has changed

dramatically. By looking at the Moran Scatterplot for queen 1 and queen 2 we see a
scattered pattern. Some clusters are although visible. There is now a Low–Low area in the
south and in the Shanghai province, and a High–High area more up around the capital
city of Beijing. This is even more accentuated with the second matrix. The dist 1 gives
almost the same results. The Low–Low area is extended from the south up to the interior.
The High–High area is now spreading from the Beijing area all along down the coast. The
Local Moran’s I presents significant negative values for Hainan, Guangxi, Xinjiang, and
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Figure 5: Local Moran’s I 1985-1990
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Figure 6: Moran Scatterplot 1990-1995
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Figure 7: Local Moran’s I 1990-1995

Shanxi. Tibet is significant and positive. This also applies for the dist 2. One conclusion
to draw from this is that the economies in the former productive coastal provinces of
Fujian, Guangdong and others are no longer that successful in relative terms. This might
be a first sign of convergence between the Chines provinces. Tests using the New G i* (Ord
and Getis 1995) were also performed. These maps are not presented here but are available
upon request.
The conclusion of the findings so far is that we did find spatial autocorrelation with

the global tests for the periods 1985–2000 and 1990–1995. Then, using local test it was
found that the clustering of similar values probably isn’t that strong as was first expected.
However, some hotspots were found for all time periods, especially in the southeast re-
gion. With this knowledge we now proceed to the next step and estimate the growth
equations using ols, and from its errors test for remaining autocorrelation and further
needed adjustments using Lagrange Multiplier tests.
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Figure 8: Moran Scatterplot 1995-2000
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Figure 9: Local Moran’s I 1995-2000
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6 Estimation of Provincial Economic Growth

The regression part is split into two parts. In the first regression the hypothesis of uncondi-
tional convergence between the provinces is tested. A normal growth equation is regressed
in the second part. In both cases spatial adjustments is added when needed according to
the Lagrange Multiplier tests. These tests are Maximum Likelihood tests based on the
ols residuals. One of them tests for spatial error and the other one test for spatial lag. A
significant value points in the direction what to include in the extended regression. These
test results are not reported here but are available upon request.
The first growth equation has the form:

gi,t−T = β0 + β1GDPCi,t−T + εi,t (9)

where t and T indicates the start and finish year of the period.
The independent variable in this regression is the initial level of gdp per capita when

the period begins. The results from the different periods can be seen in Table 4. Using data
for the entire 15 year period gives the initial ols results and according to the Lagrange
Multiplier tests the model should be corrected with an error term correction and that the
first order contiguity matrix should be used. This is done using the Spatial Autoregres-
sive Generalized Moments (sar–gm) estimator since it accepts non-normal distributed
errors. The result is presented in the second column. The unconditional variable is neg-
ative and highly significant indicating convergence between the Chinese provinces. The
autoregressive coefficient λ is positive with a value of 0.42.

Table 4: Regression results for gdp/capita. *** and ** indicates significant values at 1%
and 5% percent level

Variable 8500 8500 8590 9095 9095 9500

ols sar–gm ols ols sar–ml ols

weight queen 1 dist 2

λ 0.42***
ρ 0.56***
Constant 7.05*** 7.42** 3.43*** 9.95*** 4.85** 7.61***
GDP t -0.0001 -0.0003*** -0.0004** 7·105 -0.0001 -3·107
R2 0.03 0.13 0.18 0.00 0.06 0.00

R2-adj. -0.00 0.15 -0.03 -0.03
Sq.corr 0.03 0.25
sig-sq 2.85 2.12 4.33 16.73 12.71 3.31
Suggestion queen 1 dist 2

For the first five–year period, 1985–1990, the initial level is negative and significant
at the five percent level meaning that we can not reject the hypothesis of convergence
across provinces. It is also concluded according to the Lagrange Multiplier tests that
no spatial adjustment is needed. The R2 is 18%. For the second five–year period the
variable is insignificant, but this time the Lagrange Multiplier tests indicate inclusion of
a spatial lag using the more narrow inverse distance weight matrix. This is estimated
using Maximum Likelihood. The result from this regression is visible in the fifth column.
The constant is significant, but the initial gdp/capita is still not. On the other hand
the spatial lag variable is positive and highly significant, suggesting that spillover exists
between neighboring provinces, so a high initial gdp per capita level in the neighboring
provinces influence the growth in province i in a positive way. The last period, 1995–2000,
show that it is only the constant that is significant and there is no indication of spatial
dependence.
We will now consider the influence from other explanatory variables. Unfortunately,

due to multicollinearity problems the initial gdp per capita level could not be included in
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these regressions. The second regression has the form:

gi,t−T = β0 + β1EDUPi,t + β2TPAREAi,t + β3PREFi,t−T + (10)

β4DINV Ci,t−T + β5FDICi,t−T + β6D CITYi,t + β7SOE TF i,t−T + εi,t

Table 5: Regression results for gdp/capita. ***, **, and * indicates significant values at
1, 5, and 10% percent level

Variable 8500 8590 8590 8590 9095 9500

ols ols sar–iv sar–iv ols ols

weight queen 1 dist 2

ρ -0.83*** -0.58**
Constant 5.39*** 7.69*** 7.46*** 8.71*** 3.82 10.49***
edup t -568.26 915.38 1987.99 -680.59 -1700 -661.62
tparea t 3.01 -10.85** -5.71 -8.82** 12.36** -0.95
fdic t-T -0.03 0.24*** 0.24*** 0.24*** -0.07** -0.001
dinvc t-T 8·106 -0.001 -0.003*** -0.001 -5·105 0.0002
soe tf t -3.85* -14.86*** -9.55*** -13.86*** -2.26 -2.61
pref t-T 2.04*** 0.75* 1.11*** 0.64* 5.27*** -0.85
d city 0.10 -2.87 -2.91 -2.32 0.22 2.45

R2 0.77 0.66 0.77 0.72 0.83 0.14

R2-adj. 0.70 0.55 0.78 -0.14
Sq.corr 0.81 0.78
sig-sq 0.84 2.30 1.33 1.60 3.62 3.64
Suggestion queen 1

dist 2

The long period to regress is once again the 15–year period from 1985–2000. The
preferential policy variable together with the constant is significant at the 1% level and
soe tf is significant at 10%. No spatial adjustment is needed. The fit is despite this rather
good, 77%.
As before, we have investigated it for the three sub periods, 1985–1990, 1990–1995,

and 1995–2000. The second column show the ols results from the period 1985–1990. The
share of State Owned Enterprises of the total number of enterprises is as expected negative.
Negative is also the transport capacity variable. The average Foreign Direct Investment
per capita during the period and the preferential policy are both positive and significant.
The R2 is 57%. There is also indications of spatial dependence from two of our weight
matrices, queen 1 and dist 2. The spatial regressions are both estimated using a 2sls
approach, due to the non–normal distribution of the errors, with spatially lagged variables
as instruments. The results from the inclusion of these are found in column three and
four respectively. The spatial lag is significant but with an unexpected negative sign. This
means that the provinces are not benefiting from each other. Quite the opposite, they are
competing. Most of the other variables have changed in magnitude but have still the same
signs. The transport capacity is now insignificant for queen 1. The standard deviation
has been lowered by the inclusion of the lag variable. The dist 2 matrix is used in the
next regression. The spatial lag is once again negative but lower than the previous one.
The soe variable is still significant and negative. The transport endowment is negative and
significant. The foreign direct investments are robust with a positive and highly significant
value in all three regressions. The standard deviation has been lowered compared to the
ols regression.
In the first five–year period of the 1990’s the preferential policy is very important for

the gdp per capita growth. The transport capacity is also positive. The fdic is however
negative and significant. The fit of the regression is quite high, 83%, and there is no
indication of spatial dependence.
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The latter part of the 1990’s is interesting in that it is only the constant that is signif-
icant. Neither are there signs of any spatial dependence. The reason for this unexpected
results can perhaps be found in the maps shown earlier in Figure 8 and Figure 9. The
former successful provinces are now no longer growing at a higher speed compared to the
rest of the Chinese provinces. It appears that this period needs more investigation. In her
book (Oi 1999) gives some hints about increased competition from 1995 onwards, more
capital is needed, and that the former successful company structure with many collectively
owned companies might need a new injection of more privately owned firms to grow.

7 Conclusions

In this paper the provincial economic growth in China during the period 1985–2000 has
been investigated in two parts. The first part consisted of a search for hot spots in a
exploratory data analysis. Some clusters of provinces with a high growth especially in the
coastal region in the southeast, and provinces with low growth in the center and western
parts of China were found. This was followed by the regression analysis in the second part.
In the regressions to check for unconditional convergence some spatial dependence

were found for the periods 1990–1995 and 1985–2000. The spatial variables were in both
regressions positive.
In the other regressions the important variables explaining the provincial economic

growth were, the preferential policy, the enterprise structure, transport capacity and in
the early periods 1985–1990 and 1990–1995 also foreign direct investments. The influence
of spatial dependence is not that high. One possible explanation for this could be that
the aggregation on province level is to high, resulting in a sample of only 30 observation.
Another possible explanation is that the provinces are in fact independent of each other
and that the movement actually happens within each province. A similar investigation on
county level might have left us with different results.
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